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Rabin and Blum proved the existence of 0, l-valued recursive functions which are arbitrarily 
hard to compute. Their proof was partially constructive in that they effectively gave a 
program for a function that required computation time exceeding a given bound. However, 
their proof that the function required the specified time contained a non-constructive element; 
here we show that that element is essential. 0 1990 Academic PIGS, IX 
INTRODUCTION 
Rabin [S] and Blum [ 1 ] prove for any recursive function h, the existence of a 
0, l-valued recursive function f such that any program for f violates the complexity 
bound h for all sufficiently large inputs. Such a function f is called a.e.-h-complex. 
The proofs in [S, l] give a program for f effectively from a program for h. Their 
proof is non-constructive in that they give no method for finding, from a program 
i for f, an upper bound on the inputs x for which i takes fewer than h(x) steps. 
Theorem 2 of this paper states that no such method is possible; in fact, no com- 
pletely effective version of Blum’s or Rabin’s result can be given. Schnorr [7] has 
proved a related result concerning the effectiveness of the speedup theorem. 
Lipton [3] has argued that non-constructive proofs are irrelevant to theoretical 
computer science; he has proposed to work in restricted theories of arithmetic in 
which only constructive proof techniques are allowed. Joseph and Young [2] have 
objected to Lipton’s proposal on the grounds that this theories are consistent with 
some obvious falsehoods. The result of this paper can be interpreted as an objection 
to Lipton’s proposal, in that a standard result of complexity theory is seen to have 
a necessarily non-constructive component. 
Smith [8] has proved a strengthening of the Rabin-Blum result, to the effect that 
for any h there is an a.e.-h-complex 0, 1 -valued function f such that f- ’ ( 1) is sparse 
(see [8] for definitions) and every finite variant off is also a-e.-h-complex. We use 
this result in the sequel. 
Suppose that h and f are given. A program i is called a bounding procedure for 
h and f iff whenever i is run on a program j for f, i halts and outputs a number 
bound(j) such that for all x > bound(j) j takes more than h(x) steps on input X. 
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Theorem 2, the main result, states that there is no bounding procedure for any 
sufficiently large h and 0, l-valued f. This answers a conjecture of [Case, private 
communication]. 
MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
For the definitions that follow, see [6, 41. 
.!J? is the set of recursive functions; &$, is the set of 0, l-valued functions in 8. 
Let cp be any acceptable numbering of the partial recursive functions [6]. Let @ 
be any Blum complexity measure associated with cp [ 1, 41. [ 1 ] proved that, for any 
recursive h, there existed a recursive 0, l-valued function f such that, if ‘pi = f, then 
for all sufficiently large x, Qi(x) > h(x). [S] had previously proved this result for 
the case of Turing machines and the step-counting complexity measure. 
We use the binary parameteric recursion theorem [9]: given two programs i, 
and i2, there exist recursive functions g, and g, such that cp,,(,,(y) = 
cp&l(X), gz(x)7 x3 u). 
RESULTS 
Theorem 2 is our main result; most of the work involved in proving Theorem 2 
takes place in the proof of Lemma 1, which is essentially Theorem 2 for a single 
complexity bound. 
A witness against a putative bounding procedure i for h and f consists of two 
elements: a program k forfand an input x such that either q;(k)? or x > q,(k) and 
@,&x) < h(x). The program part of a witness is called a witness program; the input 
part is called a witness input. Lemma 1 proves the existence of a witness against any 
putative bounding procedure; it further proves that the witness input can be taken 
greater than a previously given bound c. This final feature is useful in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 1. W,~~W~%,,W, c)(3k:cp,=f)(3x>c)C~,(k)l * Cx>cpi(k) 
and@&)< Mx)ll. 
ProoJ: Suppose that t,h(i, a, b, c) = 1 + max(a, b, c, ai( q,(a), a,(b), q;(b)). 
Then $ is clearly partial recursive; furthermore, the predicate Ax, i, a, 6, c 
[x = t+h(i, a, 6, c)] is recursive. (In order to decide the predicate, begin by checking 
Qi(u) <x and Qi(b) <x. If either test fails the predicate is false; otherwise cpi is 
defined on both a and b, and the $(i, a, b, c) can be computed and compared to x.) 
By the preceding argument and the binary parametric recursion theorem, there 
exist functions g, and g, such that, for all ZE (0, 1) and all i, j, c, and x, 
(Pn,ci,j,&) = 
1, if x = !P(i, j, c), 
cpi(X), otherwise. 
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where 
Y(i, j, c) 
= 1 + max(i, j, c, Qji(gO(i, j, c)), ‘Pi(go(k .L c)), Qi,k,(i, .A c)), cpAg,(i, 
Let h, be defined by 
h,(x)= 1 + maX({@,,~i,j,,~(X): X = Y(i, j, C)}. 
j, c 1)). 
(2) 
(3) 
Note that the maximum is taken over the set of cases in which (1) takes the first 
branch. 
For any x, {(i, j, c) : x = Y(i, j, c)} is finite because x = Y(i, j, c) + i, j, c < x; 
furthermore, this finite set is effectively computable from x as can be seen from the 
first paragraph of this proof. If x = Y(i, j, c), Qglci, j,c,(x) 1 as is easily seen from (1). 
Thus, the set in (3) is an effectively computable finite set of finite values. Therefore, 
h, is recursive. 
Choose some f~ .G&,, , (the interesting cases occur when f is a.e.-&-complex). Let 
j be any index for f, and let i and c be in N. 
Case 1. For some IE{O, l}, rp,(g,(i, j,c))t. Let x=c+ 1 so x>c and let 
k = g,(i, j, c). In this case, Y( i, j, c) t so the first branch in (1) is never taken for any 
x; therefore qk = ‘PJ- = f. By choice of k, vi(k) 7, so the lemma holds for f, i, and c 
with x = c + 1 and k = g,(i, j, c). 
Case 2. cp,(g,(i, j, c))l for both ZE 10, 1). Let x= Y(i, j, c), l=f(x), and 
k=g,(i, j,c). (Since by assumptionfis0, l-valued, IE{O, l}.) By (l), qk=f (since 
(PJx) = I= f(x) and qk = f on all other values). By (2), x> c and x > q,(k). By (3) 
and the choice of x, @,Jx) <h,(x). The lemma follows. B 
THEOREM 2. Let h, be as demonstrated in Lemma 1. Suppose that h > h, a.e., and 
that f E 2,,, , is a.e.-h-complex. Then there is no effective procedure which, given an 
index k for f, computes x0 such that (Vx > x0) [@,Jx) > h(x)]. 
Proof Suppose h and f given. Suppose by way of contradiction that there is 
an effective procedure as described in the statement of the theorem. By the 
Church-Turing thesis, some program i implements this procedure. 
Choose c sufficiently large that (Vy > c) [h(y) > h,(y)]. Let k and x be as 
asserted to exist by Lemma 1. qk = f, so the effective procedure produces some 
answer on input k; i.e., cp,(k)J. 
By supposition, (VY’Y go,(k)) [@,(y)>h(y)]. According to Lemma 1, x> qi(k); 
so by the above, @,Jx) B h(x). However, Lemma 1 also asserts that Qk(x) < h,(x); 
because x > c, h,(x) < h(x); therefore Qk(x) <h(x). This is a contradiction. 1 
If @ is the standard TM step-counting measure and Ax, i, j, c[x = Y(i, j, c)] is 
efficiently implemented, h, can be a linear function with a fairly small coefficient. If 
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Q, is the standard TM tape-space measure and the tests in (1) and (3) are altered 
to x = 22”l’. I.4, 
h can increase logarithmically in x. 
Theorem 2 can easily be extended to apply to functions of any finite range; 
this amounts to extending the range of 1 in Lemma 1 and using the appropriate 
n-ary parametric recursion theorem. However, Theorem 2 cannot be extended to 
arbitrary recursive functions because it is possible to construct eoerywhere-h-com- 
plex recursive functions for the TM step-counting measure. Even in an arbitrary 
measure, one can construct a.e.-h-complex functions f such that, if (pi= f, then for 
all x > i, Qi(x) > h(x). 
Theorem 3 is a more constructive but otherwise weaker version of Theorem 2. In 
essense, Theorem 3 states that a witness program against a bounding procedure 
for all a.e.-h-complex functions can be found effectively if we do not care which 
a.e.-h-complex function the witness computes. Note that the witness input is not 
constructed effectively. 
THEOREM 3. For no sufficiently large recursive h is there a bounding procedure for 
all a.e.-h-complex functions f. Furthermore, for any given h, a witness program (but 
not necessary the witness input) can be constructed from the bounding procedure. 
Outline of Proof [S]. Constructs an a.e.-h-complex 0, l-valued recursive func- 
tion f such that all its finite variants are also a.e.-h-complex. (f is also sparse, but 
we do not need that fact.) Ifj is a program for h, the output of Smith’s construction 
is a program u(j), where v is a recursive function. The rest of this proof parallels 
those of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. 
By the parametric recursion theorem, there is a recursive function g such that 
'Pg(i,j,c)tx) = 
0, if x= Y(i, j, c); 
cPu(j)tx)3 otherwise, 
(4) 
where 
Vi, j, cl = max(i, j, c, @Ag(i, A c)), ‘pi(g(i, j, c))). (5) 
Ifj is a program for some complexity bound h, (P~(;,~,~) is a finite variant of q,(j) 
and therefore, if ‘pi is total, (P~~~,~,~, is a.e.-q-complex. Let 
h,(x) = 1 + max( { @n(i,j,c)(x) : x = !P(i, j, c)}). (6) 
As before, h, is recursive, can be taken small for the usual complexity measures, 
and if x = Y(i, j, c), then @g(i,i,rj(~) < h,,(x). 
Following the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 1, we have that either 
4i(g(i,i, c))T or W>c) C~>4~(g(i,J c)) and @g(i,j,c,(x)<ho(x)l. 
Suppose that h = dji, h > h, a.e., and x > c = h(x) 2 h,(x). Proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 2, we find that g(i, j, c) is a witness against i. 1 
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Finding c is the only non-constructive part of the above proof; it can be found 
effectively if h-h, is non-decreasing. Furthermore, if h is everywhere greater than 
h,, then c can be taken to be 0. Therefore, for large classes of interesting complexity 
bounds h, the witness program in Theorem 3 can be found uniformly effectively in 
h as well as in the putative bounding procedure. 
How effective can Theorem 2 be made? Theorems 4 and 5 provide negative 
answers. Theorem 4 states that for no h and f can a witness input be effectively 
obtained against a putative bounding procedure. Theorem 5 states that for no h can 
witness programs against putative bounding procedures be found effectively in the 
bounding procedure and the function to which it supposedly applies. 
THEOREM 4. For no h and f is there an effective procedure which, when given a 
putative bounding procedure i,for h and f, outputs a witness input against i. 
Proof. Suppose that h and f are given, and suppose by way of contradiction 
that there is a recursive function p such that for all i, p(i) is a witness input against 
i. For each i, there is also a witness program against i corresponding to p(i), but 
we say nothing about whether or not it can be found effectively. 
By the Kleene recursion theorem, there is a program e such that q,(k) = p(k) + 1; 
we take e to be a putative bounding procedure for h and f. Clearly the witness- 
input-finding procedure fails for e. 1 
THEOREM 5. For no h is there a single effective procedure which, given a program 
j for an a.e.-h-complex function f and a putative bounding procedure i for h and f, 
outputs a witness program against i (which, by definition, must compute .f ). 
Proof Suppose h given, and suppose by way of contradiction that there is an 
effective witness-program-finding procedure as described. If j is a program for an 
a.e.-h-complex recursive function, and i is a putative bounding procedure for h and 
j, let g(i, j) be the output of the witness-finding procedure. 
Smith [S] shows that there are a.e.-h-complex recursive functions all of whose 
finite variants are also a.e.-h-complex. Let f be such a function. Let i, be a program 
that simply outputs 0 on all inputs; i, is a trivial putative bounding procedure. 
By the Kleene recursion theorem, there is a program e such that 
l A (Pg(irj,e)CX)* if 
q,(x) = 
x>O is the least number with @,(,,,,(x)< h(x); 
f(x), otherwise. 
(7) 
Clearly cp, is total and a finite variant off, and hence cp, is a.e.-h-complex. By 
assumption, there is an x > q,,(e) = 0 such that @,(lO,r,(x) <h(x); let x0 be the least 
such. But then qD,(xO) # (P~(~~,~)(x~), a contradiction. 1 
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